ēno is the first and only environmentally certified interactive whiteboard that seamlessly blends analog and digital, markers and multimedia, and the simplicity of a traditional markerboard.

The ēno interactive whiteboard is three boards in one—an interactive board for online and digital collaboration, a high-performance dry erase board for classroom instruction, and a magnetic surface for hands-on instruction materials. No cords, cables, or costly installation, just simple, elegant technology that improves interaction between students, instructors, and content.
Focus on teaching, not tech

A universal interactive whiteboard with open content options, ēno’s simplicity lets instructors focus on teaching. One click saves an entire session of work and distributes content digitally or sends to print.

technology for multiple pedagogies

Our ongoing research in schools, colleges and universities reveals technology’s many classroom challenges: difficult installation and use, software compatibility issues and hardware that demands more of the user than it delivers.

Most important, technology products often fail a critical test: how readily do they support varied teaching styles and the different ways people learn?

As instructors embrace active learning approaches, they need interactive technologies that seamlessly integrate into curricula and classrooms, and encourage student participation. Installation must be simple and quick. Technology must quickly adapt to changes in students, instructors and learning spaces.

Education is changing

Education technology checklist

- simple to install and use
- easily adaptable and flexible to class needs
- supports varied learning and teaching styles
- durable for classroom use
- environmentally sustainable

Focus on teaching, not tech

A universal interactive whiteboard with open content options, ēno’s simplicity lets instructors focus on teaching. One click saves an entire session of work and distributes content digitally or sends to print.
an ēno for everyone

A family of ēno interactive whiteboards supports today’s diverse learning and teaching styles and spaces.

ēno classic the original wall mounted ēno interactive whiteboard
ēno flex combines dry erase surfaces on each side of the interactive whiteboard for maximum space utilization
ēno click magnetically mounted interactive whiteboard installs in an instant
ēno one combines a projector and mount in one easy to install system
ēno one height-adjustable wall mount to meet the needs of learners at all levels
ēno one height-adjustable mobile system for quick classroom changes
“The fact that ēno can be a markerboard and an interactive board is pretty exciting from a budgeting standpoint.”

GRETCHEN, TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR

high standards, multiple options

ēno provides powerful interactivity with an easy-to-use interface so it becomes a natural part of the learning process.

ēno adapts to any classroom, instructor and student, with multiple configurations to fit any learning space. Capture and distribute lesson notes, create collaborative lessons for multiple users and project important content for discussions.

SHARE, ENGAGE, INSPIRE.

Simple installation - wall mount, magnetic or mobile installation options

Flexible lessons - open content allows ēno to work with any software running on the connected computer

Multiple users - use up to three stylus’ simultaneously, encouraging collaboration

Easy connection - wireless Bluetooth connection requires no cables or cords
### STATEMENT OF LINE

- **ēno classic**
  - 2610/2810

- **ēno click**
  - 2650/2850

- **ēno flex interactive and dry erase combinations**
  - 100/200

- **ēno one**
  - mobile system
  - fixed mount system

### DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ēno one</th>
<th>ēno one adjustable wall system</th>
<th>ēno one flex interactive and dry erase combination</th>
<th>ēno classic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>48.2&quot; (1223mm)</td>
<td>48.2&quot; (1223mm)</td>
<td>48.2&quot; (1223mm)</td>
<td>48.2&quot; (1223mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>64.5&quot; (1638mm)/85.5&quot; (2171mm)</td>
<td>64.5&quot; (1638mm)/85.5&quot; (2171mm)</td>
<td>62.6&quot; (1590mm)/83.6&quot; (2123.4mm)</td>
<td>64.5&quot; (1638mm)/85.5&quot; (2171mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>1.1&quot; (27.3mm)</td>
<td>1.1&quot; (27.3mm)</td>
<td>1.1&quot; (27.3mm)</td>
<td>10.26&quot; (260mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>66 lb (30.1 kg)/82.5 lb (37.4 kg)</td>
<td>41.1 lb (18.6 kg)/54.3 lb (24.6 kg)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACCESSORIES

- **STANDARD EQUIPMENT**
  - ēno board
  - Magnetic icon strip
  - Accessory kit:
    - Bluetooth-enabled stylus
    - AAA battery
    - ēno receiver (with USB interface)
    - 2 stylus replacement tips with storage case
  - Mounting brackets
  - Self-taping mounting screws and anchors

- **OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
  - Mobile adjustable height stand
  - Magnetic marker tray 12" or 24"

### TECHNOLOGY

- Bluetooth-enabled
- Patented intelligent dot system
- Completely wireless operation
- Requires no additional power sources

### ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

- Constructed from recyclable materials
- MBDC Cradle to Cradle certified
- Contributes to LEED certification
- Ceramicsteel surface warranted forever

### NOTE

- As with all interactive whiteboards, a projector and computer are required to enable whiteboard interactivity. These components are not included with all ēno configurations.

- **PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATIONS**
  - **Environmental sustainability**
    - all recyclable materials, MBDC Cradle to Cradle certified, LEED certification contributor, and ceramicsteel surface forever warranty.
  - **First and only environmentally certified interactive whiteboard**
    - McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC)
    - Life Cycle Assessment
    - MBDC’s Cradle to Cradle® Silver certification
    - BIFMA Level® 2 certification
    - Indoor Advantage™ Gold from Scientific Certification Systems

- **FEATURES**
  - **Lowest cost of ownership.** ēno is an interactive board and whiteboard in one. There’s no need for complex connections or expensive installation.
  - **Simplest installation.** ēno mounts to the wall just like a traditional whiteboard.
  - **Accommodates any floorplan.** ēno installs to virtually any wall, or on mobile stand.
  - **Best environmental solution.** Made from all recyclable materials, ēno is the only MBDC Cradle to Cradle® certified interactive whiteboard. It also contributes to LEED® certification.
  - **Dry-erase today and forever.** Industry-leading e3 environmental ceramicsteel™ provides an exceptionally smooth and durable surface for dry-erase notes.
  - **Worry-free connection.** With a Bluetooth-enabled stylus, multiple points of failure are a thing of the past. And the ēno receiver ensures you stay connected.
  - **Capture and distribute.** Your entire session can be saved or sent with a single click.
  - **Better presentations.** Project a presentation on the best dry-erase surface on the market. Magnetically hang printed pieces or student work.
  - **Surface technology.** A pattern of tiny black dots in the board, virtually invisible to the naked eye, indicates the exact position of the ēno stylus. The whiteboard, stylus and computer communicate via Bluetooth to make ēno a fully functional interactive whiteboard.
  - **Forever warranty.** Surface warranted forever, trim 10 years, stylus 2 years.